Human infrared vision is triggered by two-photon chromophore isomerization
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Vision relies on photoactivation of visual pigments in rod and cone photoreceptor cells of the retina. The human eye structure and the absorption spectra of pigments limit our visual perception of light. Our visual perception is most responsive to stimulating light in the 400- to 720-nm (visible) range. First, we demonstrate by psychophysical experiments that humans can perceive infrared laser emission as visible light. Moreover, we show that mammalian photoreceptors can be directly activated by near infrared light with a sensitivity that paradoxically increases at wavelengths above 900 nm, and display quadratic dependence on laser power, indicating a nonlinear optical process. Biochemical experiments with rhodopsin, cone visual pigments, and a chromophore model compound cis-retinyl-propylamine Schiff base demonstrate the direct isomerization of visual chromophore by a two-photon chromophore isomerization. Indeed, quantum mechanics modeling indicates the feasibility of this mechanism. Together, these findings clearly show that human visual perception of near infrared light occurs by two-photon isomerization of visual pigments.

Significance

This study resolves a long-standing question about the ability of humans to perceive near infrared radiation (IR) and identifies a mechanism driving human IR vision. A few previous reports and our expanded psychophysical studies here reveal that humans can detect IR at wavelengths longer than 1,000 nm and perceive it as visible light, a finding that has not received a satisfactory physical explanation. We show that IR light activates photoreceptors through a nonlinear optical process. IR light also caused photoisomerization of purified pigments and a model chromophore compound. These observations are consistent with our quantum mechanical model for the energetics of two-photon activation of rhodopsin. Thus, humans can perceive IR light via two-photon isomerization of visual pigment chromophores.
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By combining modern optical, electrophysiological, biochemical, and computational tools with psychophysical experiments, we report here that humans can see IR radiation through 2PO absorption and direct photoisomerization of visual pigment molecules in rod and cone photoreceptor cells.

Results

Humans Can Detect IR Light. Some authors of the present paper perceived low energy IR laser radiation of 1,060 nm as a pale greenish light. This novel experience engaged our interest in understanding the fundamental mechanism of human IR vision. To test whether a nonlinear optical process was involved, we exposed human eyes to 1 mW of pulsed laser radiation at 1,040 nm and observed that green light perception was much stronger for pulsed light compared with CW (continuous wave) light of the same average power. Using a laser delivering 200-fs, 76-MHz excitation light, we were able to obtain consistent visible light sensation, strong enough to perform accurate color matching experiments. Using the experimental setup depicted in Fig. 1A, we then tested human visual responses to IR light. Fig. 1B shows the results of matching wavelengths of visible radiation to visual perception produced by an IR beam scanning the retinas of 30 healthy volunteers. All tested subjects detected the IR light. The data could be fit well with a linear function (solid line). The deviation from the frequency-doubled wavelength was noticeably larger for the points produced by 1,020- and 1,040-nm stimuli. These two well-perceived wavelengths also featured the largest SDs, with the exception of 1,200 nm, where light perception was very weak due to increased absorption by water (16). These results suggest 2PO excitation or SHG as a mechanism contributing to visual color perception of IR light. If the SHG process was the only mechanism causing the perception of IR radiation as visible light, then the spectral width of the generated radiation should be roughly the same for every wavelength and coincide with the spectral width of the monochromator output, which transmits an 8-nm spectral bandwidth. This feature was observed for 950, 975, 1,125, and 1,150 nm, with SDs for these wavelengths at 7.2, 8.5, 7.4, and 8 nm, respectively, but not for 1,020- and 1,040-nm stimuli that had greater SDs (12 nm). There are also other factors potentially influencing hue perception in color matching experiments, e.g., the Stiles–Crawford effect of the second kind (17).

The reproducibility of our experiments was tested in two healthy volunteers (subjects 1 and 2) with a procedure of matching double frequency wavelength for 1,040 nm repeated 10 times. Testing of subjects 1 and 2 was performed with a 0.9-mW IR light beam; tests of subject 1 were done additionally with 0.44- and 0.12-mW light beams (Fig. 1C). For higher powers of the applied laser beam, the perceived color seemed to be slightly red shifted. This observation could be explained by the additional contribution of red-shifted weak fluorescent light more easily detectable at increased optical power; however, this secondary absorption of emitted fluorescence could also occur in a 1PO excitation process.

To further investigate the nonlinearity of visual excitation, we conducted measurements of sensitivity to IR radiation (Fig. 2) using 0.3- to 0.6-ns (long) and 0.5- to 1.25-ps (short) laser pulses in two healthy subjects. We defined sensitivity as the reciprocal of the minimal power of the laser beam that still causes visual sensation. The beam was scanned horizontally at the fovea's height. For long pulses and wavelengths shorter than 1,000 nm, our sensitivity results agreed with those obtained by Wald's group (6). We found the deviation from a monotonic decrease in sensitivity for wavelengths longer than 1,000 nm. For excitation wavelengths shorter than 1,040 nm, the perceived color of light was red. For excitation wavelengths longer than 1,040 nm, the perceived color matched about half of the excitation wavelength. Wald's curve terminated at 1,000 nm for the fovea and at 1,050 nm for the peripheral retina, showing further decrease at 1,050 nm equal to half an order of magnitude.

For short pulses, we found that changing the wavelength from 800 to 900 nm resulted in a decrease of sensitivity by ~3 orders of magnitude from 3.4 × 10^7 to 9.9 × 10^4 W−1 for subject 1 and from 2 × 10^8 to 7.9 × 10^5 W−1 for subject 2. This result is consistent with Wald and colleagues (7) who found a decrease of sensitivity by 2.5 orders of magnitude for these wavelengths. For 1,000 nm,
Wald’s group found a further decrease of sensitivity amounting to ~1.7 orders of magnitude (averaging fovea and periphery); our measurements for this wavelength show an increase of sensitivity to $19 \times 10^2$ W$^{-1}$ in subject 1 and only a slight decrease to $4.2 \times 10^2$ W$^{-1}$ for subject 2 (Fig. 2). For excitation wavelengths shorter than 900 nm, the perceived color of light was red. For excitation wavelengths 950 nm and longer, the perceived color matched roughly half of the excitation wavelength.

To quantify the impact of a nonlinear process on inducing visual sensation, we varied the duty cycle by changing the laser pulse duration while keeping the pulse repetition frequency constant. We compared the minimum laser power needed for inducing visual sensation (sensitivity) when using long pulses with ~0.5-ns duration to that needed when using short pulses of ~0.9-ns duration (Fig. 2). Around 1,000 nm (a region where a green light was perceived for short pulses and reddish for long pulses), the minimum laser power needed to evoke perception of light was more than 100 times larger for long pulses (on average $0.4 \times 10^{-3}$ W) than that needed for short pulses (on average $0.3 \times 10^{-5}$ W). This more than 100-fold increase in required laser power indicates the involvement of nonlinear processes in evoking IR light perception by the human eye. At wavelengths shorter than 900 nm, the difference in sensitivity to long and short pulses was small, indicating that a 1PO process is predominant for both long and short pulses in this region of wavelengths. Considering that absorption of IR by ocular tissue increases with increasing wavelengths (18), our results also show the optimal region, just above 1,040 nm, for the human eye to perceive IR as light with colors corresponding to roughly half of the excitation wavelengths.

These two sets of results indicate that, depending on wavelengths, pulse duration, and laser power, we observed a combined effect of different physical processes: 1PO excitation, 2PO excitation, and perhaps SHG.

The above experiments were performed with foveal stimulation of the tested subjects and produced a color visual sensation, indicating that cones mediate IR vision.

To verify whether this process pertains to rods as well, we performed our visual tests on a person with documented autosomal recessive achromatopsia (ACHM) (19). This individual also perceived IR beams of 950- and 1,040-nm wavelengths. Here, visual perception was monochromatic, demonstrating the ability of human rods to detect IR light.

**Mouse Photoreceptors Respond to IR Light.** Both sclera and cornea are sources of SHG signals (20, 21). Considering that our data on human subjects did not exclude a contribution of SHG to IR vision, we measured light responses directly from photoreceptors in intact retinas isolated from mouse eyes [transretinal electroretinograms (ERGs); Methods] (22). Here photoreceptors were exposed directly to IR light without interference from the cornea and lens, thereby avoiding external sources of SHG light. We also used the mouse retina to take advantage of genetic tools for identifying the source of the IR-evoked signal. Photoreceptor responses were first recorded from dark-adapted WT mouse retinas exposed to light from a laser delivering 75-fs light pulses at an 80-MHz repetition frequency and wavelengths ranging from deep red (730 nm) to IR (1,000 nm) for a total duration of 10 ns. Consistent with the human results above, we observed robust photoreceptor responses at 1,000 nm (Fig. 3A, Right) comparable in waveform to those at 730 nm (Fig. 3A, Left). Plotting the amplitudes of these responses as a function of light energy revealed that the response amplitude increase as a function of light power was steeper at 1,000 nm. In this particular retina, Eq. 3 with $n = 1.4$ (Q$_{1/2}$ = $3.1 \times 10^7$ photons/μm$^2$) described the data well for 730-nm stimulation but a much higher $n = 2.4$ (Q$_{1/2}$ = $4.6 \times 10^8$ photons/μm$^2$) was needed to describe
the data obtained at 1,000 nm (Fig. 3B). The half-saturating stimulus energy at 730 nm was estimated to correspond to 29 rhodopsin isomerizations (R⁺) per rod, comparable to the known mouse rod sensitivity determined by using ~500-nm light (23–25). We did not detect any evidence of progressive decline in the amplitude of the responses; however, saturating the response at 1,000 nm was not always possible, even with the maximum attainable light power. We believe that this was due to a combination of factors: (i) slight variations in the sensitivity of individual retinas (as a rule, retinas that showed highest sensitivity at 730 nm could also be saturated at 1,000 nm), (ii) we were already working with the maximal possible power at 1,000 nm, which did not allow us to increase flash strength further to always obtain saturated responses, and (iii) imperfect focusing of the laser beam onto the photoreceptor outer segment layer, which would affect 2PO activation at 1,000 nm but not 1PO at 730 nm (Fig. 3D). To avoid introducing bias in our analysis by this issue, we set the maximum amplitude for each wavelength to that attained with 730-nm stimulation to determine the Q1/2 value at each wavelength. This approach allowed us to examine the spectral sensitivity relative to that obtained at 730 nm for each retina. The sensitivity declined according to a pigment template up to 800 nm (dashed line in Fig. 3C) (24). However, this trend reversed and the sensitivity increased on stimulation with 900- or 1,000-nm light. The sensitivity at 1,000 nm was 0.5 log-units higher than at 800 nm when the maximum response was assumed to be equal at all wavelengths. On average, the slope n of the response–flash energy data increased from 1.2 ± 0.09 at 730 nm to 1.6 ± 0.2 at 1,000 nm (six retinas). In some retinas, we obtained near-saturated responses and could directly measure the maximal response at 1,000 nm (Fig. 3 A, Right, B, and C, Inset). Interestingly, the maximum amplitude at 1,000 nm was ~50% of that measured at 730 nm (Fig. 3B), suggesting that pigment isomerization at 1,000 nm was constrained to a fraction of the length of the photoreceptor outer segments. As a result, the relative sensitivity at 1,000 nm for retinas where saturation was evident at that wavelength (red circle in Fig. 3C) was only ~1 log-unit lower compared with that at 730 nm. Also, our analysis might have underestimated the slope value n at 1,000 nm due to the assumption of identical maximal response amplitudes at 1,000 and 730 nm. Altogether, the approximately twofold steeper intensity–response curve at 1,000 nm compared with the one at 730 nm appears to be a fraction of the outer segments, and the distinct increase in relative sensitivity at wavelengths longer than 800 nm support phototransduction triggered by 2PO absorption. This conclusion is consistent with earlier results by Gray–Keller et al., suggesting that phototransduction can be activated by near IR light of rhodopsin in Gecko rods (13).

Because we stimulated dark-adapted retinas with short flashes that did not cause significant bleaching of visual pigments, responses like those shown in Fig. 3A were expected to be dominated by rod photoreceptors in mouse retina where 97% of total photoreceptors are rods, even in the central part of the retina. To confirm that the data shown in Fig. 3 were largely derived from rods, we recorded responses from Gnat2−/− mice and indicate that under normal conditions the cone contribution to the overall retina IR response is minor in mice.

As ultra-short femtosecond laser pulses were used for stimulation, we also tested how broadening of the laser pulses in the time domain, i.e., dispersion, affects the photoreceptor response to different wavelengths. Dispersion does not affect the average power and, therefore, the probability of a 1PO excitation of the visual pigment. However, broadening of the pulses decreases the probability of a 2PO absorption event (12). In the experiments described above, we minimized dispersion with our dispersion compensation system. Fig. 3D shows how the rod response was affected by turning the dispersion compensation off. As expected, amplitudes of responses to a 730-nm flash that produced ~20% of the maximal response when light was compensated for dispersion (red trace) were only marginally smaller when the dispersion compensation was turned off (black trace). In contrast, on 1,000-nm stimulation, minimizing the dispersion of the laser light pulse increased the response by 2.5-fold (Fig. 3D, Right), indicating that the rod light response was produced by a nonlinear optical process. We also measured the 2PO excited spectra from isolated mouse retinas, and even though we could measure fluorescence emission from rod cells with 1,000-nm excitation, we could not detect any appreciable SHG signal (Fig. S1). At 730-nm excitation, maximal emission was at 480 nm, consistent with the fluorescence of all-trans-retinol present in rod outer segments (ROSs). The reduced fluorescence in response to 1,000-nm excitation is produced by rhodopsin with a minor contribution from other fluorophores present in ROS. These data indicate that rod responses to near IR light were generated by a 2PO absorption process rather than SHG.

Visual Pigment Activation by IR Light. Biochemical studies were used to investigate the mechanisms producing visual sensations in humans and electrophysiological signals in mice in response to IR illumination. First, we investigated whether rhodopsin (structure shown in Fig. 4A, Left) and cone pigments could be activated by absorption of IR light. Absorbance spectra of detergent-solubilized rhodopsin were compared before and after exposure to 1,000-nm (2 × λmax of rhodopsin) laser light. As expected, the absorbance maximum for rhodopsin was at 500 nm in the dark, reflecting the ground state of rhodopsin. Exposure to 1,000-nm laser light shifted the absorbance peak to ~380 nm (Fig. 4A, Center), producing a spectrum similar to the one observed on bleaching rhodopsin with visible light (Fig. S2). To determine whether rhodopsin had undergone denaturation during this exposure to 1,000-nm light, the exposed sample was incubated with an excess of 11-cis-retinal overnight. This procedure regenerated the absorbance at 500 nm (ground state of rhodopsin; Fig. 4A, Right), indicating a lack of protein degradation.

Bleaching experiments also were performed with purified green and blue cone pigments. Similar to the result with rhodopsin, we found that the absorbance maximum of green cone pigment (regenerated with 9-cis-retinal) shifted on exposure to 1,000-nm light from 496 to ~380 nm. Moreover, this shift also was largely reversed by treatment with 9-cis-retinal (Fig. S3A). In the case of 11-cis-retinal–bound blue cone pigment, bleaching with 850-nm light shifted the absorbance maximum from ~415 to ~380 nm (Fig. S3B).

In our experimental setup, it was difficult to scan the entire sample with a focused IR laser beam that resulted in less than 100% bleaching. In the first experiment, ~20% of rhodopsin remained in the ground state. More than 95% of the photo-activated rhodopsin was reconstituted into ground-state rhodopsin on overnight incubation with 11-cis-retinal. With the green cone pigment, 67% of the sample was bleached with the IR laser, and of this, 70% was reconstituted back to the ground state on
incubation with 9-cis-retinal. About 50% of the blue cone pigment sample was bleached with the IR laser. However, neither the IR-bleached nor white light-bleached blue-cone pigment samples were reconstituted by overnight incubation with 11-cis-retinal. The reason for failing to fully reconstitute the cone opsins with free 9-cis- or 11-cis-retinal is unclear, but this observation is consistent with studies showing that the dynamics of 11-cis- and all-trans-retinal in the binding pockets of cone pigments differ from those of rhodopsin (29–31).

To test further whether visual pigment can be activated directly by IR light, we exposed part of a rhodopsin crystal to 1,000-nm light and found that it changed color from red to yellow (Fig. 4B, Left) (32). As expected, control illumination of the entire crystal with white light turned the rest of the crystal yellow as well (Fig. 4B, Right). Finally, we measured the 2PO excited emission spectra from a bleached rhodopsin crystal that was exposed to both 1,000 nm and white light by using an excitation laser light in the range of 740–1,000 nm (Fig. S4). The resulting spectra did not contain any SHG signature and were found to be consistent with spectra from photo-activated rhodopsin previously published for 1PO and 2PO excitation (15, 33). Thus, these biochemical experiments rule out SHG from visual pigments either in a crystal or solution as the cause of visual pigment activation by IR light.

**Chromophore Isomerization by IR Light.** We next investigated if IR light could directly isomerize a model visual chromophore, namely the protonated 11-cis-retinyl-propylamine Schiff base (Fig. 4C). Light-exposed and unexposed protonated retinylidene-propylamine Schiff base samples were analyzed by normal-phase HPLC (34). The dominant 880-nm light isomerization product was all-trans, with trace amounts of 9-cis and 13-cis retinoids (Fig. 4D). This distribution of retinoid isomers was similar to that obtained with visible light-catalyzed photoisomerization of either the 11-cis-retinylidene Schiff base (Fig. S5) or all-trans retinal (35). The sample treated with IR light at 880 nm for 2 h retained only 20% of the original 11-cis-retinoids (Fig. 4D, Right), whereas under dark conditions, at least 70% of the 11-cis-retinoids remained (Fig. 4D, Left and Fig. S5). This result implies that the 11-cis-retinoids were photoisomerized with IR light of about twice the wavelength of the maximal absorbance of the protonated 11-cis-retinylidene Schiff base (435 nm).

Taken together, these data demonstrate that IR light from a femtosecond laser can directly activate rod and cone visual pigments and trigger the isomerization of visual chromophore. Additionally, as no SHG signal was observed in the rhodopsin spectra from either crystals or solution (15) even when stimulating IR light with double the wavelength of rhodopsin’s maximal absorbance was used, the data further suggest that activation of visual pigments and isomerization of visual chromophore are initiated by a 2PO absorption process.

**Molecular Modeling Studies.** Next, we performed hybrid quantum-mechanical calculations coupled to molecular dynamics simulations (QM/MM) to examine the energetics of 2PO activation of rhodopsin (Fig. S6). Fig. 5 reveals the predicted cross section for 2PO absorption from a monochromatic light source by rhodopsin obtained by using quadratic response time-dependent density functional theory (36). Calculations predicted nonnegligible values for the 2PO cross section between 950 and 1,150 nm, with a maximum peak at ~1,000 nm. The positions of the computed cross sections matched well with experimental data showing the increased sensitivity of IR radiation in mouse retinal electrophysiology (Fig. 3C). Absorption of two photons in this wavelength range results in electronic excitation of the rhodopsin chromophore into its first excited state. This well-characterized state (37–39) corresponds to the a* transition responsible for the rapid cis-trans retinal isomerization that initiates phototransduction.

**Discussion**

Results obtained from human psychophysics presented in Fig. 1B showed that humans can detect IR light from laser beams. The
analysis of results from 30 volunteers matching perceptions caused by the IR beam and visible light revealed that the perceived wavelength was slightly longer than half of the stimulating IR wavelength. The largest spread of results and most pronounced deviations from frequency-doubled points were observed for 1,000–1,100 nm. The cause of the slight red shift is not clear and probably has many sources. Although cone pigments are responsible for color perception, lack of their crystal structures prevented us from calculating their 2PO absorption spectra, but these may not exactly match the corresponding half-wavelength 1PO spectra. Additionally, emission of photons caused by 2PO absorption in rhodopsin is possible (Fig. S1) (33). Excitation of rod cells with a 1,000-nm light caused emission with maximum at ~560 nm. This additional weak radiation could potentially explain both effects observed in our experiments with color matching in humans, namely the red shift (Fig. 1B) and increased SD for 1,020- and 1,040-nm IR stimuli.

Single-photon events can clearly be induced with 850-nm light as optical coherent tomography (OCT) scanning with this wavelength causes the human perception of red light (40). Our data at low laser powers indicate that 1PO excitation is still dominant for wavelengths shorter than 900 nm even for ultrashort IR pulses (Fig. 2). This region of wavelengths is in good agreement with Wald and colleague’s results (7), even though different sources of light and methodologies were used in these experiments. In our spectral sensitivity experiments, we varied the pulse duration. Using excitation around 1,000 nm, the minimum laser power needed to evoke perception of light was more than 100 times larger for long pulses than that needed for short pulses. This 100-fold increase along with perception of IR as light with colors corresponding to roughly half of the excitation wavelength indicated clearly isomerization via a nonlinear process. Whether the 2PO process might have contributed to Wald and colleagues’ 1947 results cannot be excluded.

Results of our recordings from mouse retina are consistent with those of the human experiments and demonstrate that photoreceptors can be directly activated by IR light. The sharp deviation from the rhodopsin one-photon spectral template (Fig. 3C) and actual increase in spectral sensitivity at long wavelengths (900–1,000 nm) indicate that activation of rhodopsin with IR light is not caused by a linear 1PO process but rather by a nonlinear optical process. This nonlinearity was confirmed by an increased slope of the mouse rod intensity–response curve at 1000 nm compared with shorter wavelengths (Fig. 3B). A nonlinearity of the response to IR light was previously reported in lizard photoreceptors (13). Also consistent with this notion is that the maximal response at 1,000 nm in our experiments was smaller than that at 730 nm (Fig. 3B), which indicates activation of phototransduction in only a portion/section of ROS. The larger effect of dispersion compensation at 1,000 nm compared with 730 nm (Fig. 3D) also indicates 2PO activation as the mechanism of rhodopsin activation by IR light. Our recordings from mouse retina show that the shift from 1PO to 2PO activation occurs between 800 and 900 nm (Fig. 3C), consistent with our human results above. As the mouse photoreceptors were directly illuminated in these experiments, SHG from the cornea and lens can be ruled out. Additionally, there was no SHG signature in the spectra from mouse retina. Together, these two findings indicate that the most likely mechanism responsible for visual pigment activation by IR is 2PO absorption.

To test further the hypothesis that 2PO excitation of rhodopsin dominates mouse rod responses at 1,000 nm, we compared the expected number of 2PO rhodopsin isomerizations at 1,000 nm estimated from our QM/MM simulations with the 1PO isomerizations at 730 nm. We calculated the number of activated rhodopsin (R*) molecules per rod (Φ) to be equal to 101, using the number of photons per micrometer squared calculated from Eq. 2 and using collecting area of the rod a, (730 nm) = 9.3 × 10⁻⁷ µm² calculated per Heikkinen et al. (23). This value falls within the range of previously published sensitivities for mammalian rods (see ref. 23, with 77 R* or refs. 25 with 20 R*). If attenuation of the 0.5-mm polycarbonate layer and 0.2-mm perfusion solution layer above the retina is factored in, the value of Φ declines to ~90 R* per rod. To estimate rhodopsin isomerizations by 2PO absorption of 1,000-nm light, we calculated the number of 2PO absorption events per molecule per pulse based on Denk et al. (12) to be equal to 4.88 × 10⁻⁷, by using a cross section for 2PO absorption from our QM/MM simulations and setting the numerical aperture of the focusing objective as 0.125 to account for spreading of the laser beam caused by the specimen holder’s polycarbonate layer and uncertainty about the alignment between the focal volume of the laser spot and the outer segment layer of the retina. Then using a quantum yield for isomerization equal to 0.6 (assuming that 1PO and 2PO quantum yields are the same after scaling the wavelengths by 1/2) (41), a ground-state rhodopsin concentration of 5 mM, and approximately six pulses per rod cell, we found that the 10-ms stimulation by the half-saturating power of 6 mW (Fig. 3B and C) corresponded to 166 excited rhodopsin molecules per rod. This number, although still an overestimate due to pulse spreading in the time domain introduced by the sample setup, is in agreement with the sensitivity of rods under our recording conditions and supports the conclusion that a direct 2PO excitation of rhodopsin molecules triggers mouse rod responses at 1,000 nm.

Agreement between the experimental mouse electrophysiology results and calculations based on direct isomerization by 2PO absorption favors a direct photoisomerization over a two-step process such as photoisomerization of rhodopsin by 2PO-induced rhodopsin fluorescence, as the dominant mechanism. Assuming that rhodopsin 2PO absorption cross sections are the same for 2PO isomerization and 2PO fluorescence and using rhodopsin photoisomerization quantum yield of 0.6 and a fluorescence quantum yield of 0.9 × 10⁻⁷ (15), we estimate the rod electrophysiological responses would have been 70,000-fold smaller even if every fluorescent photon was absorbed by a rhodopsin molecule and resulted in photoisomerization (quantum yield, 0.6). There are other fluorescent molecules in the ROS, such as all-trans-retinol and NADPH. However, their excitation with a 1,000-nm beam would require three-photon absorption, which not only disagrees with the electrophysiological data, but also would occur with absorption cross sections 10⁻³³ times smaller than those of 2PO in general (20, 42).

Human psychophysical data and our mouse cone recordings indicate that cones can respond to IR light via a nonlinear process. To test the feasibility of 2PO absorption-triggered...
cone-mediated visual sensation, we estimated the number of cone pigment isomerizations in our human experiments. We set the 2PO cross section of the cone pigment to the same value as that for rhodopsin. Using conditions of the human scanning experiment, i.e., a 20-μm spot on the retina, a scanning speed of 10 Hz, a pulse repetition frequency at 76 MHz, and a pulse duration of 200 fs, we calculated as noted for mice above, the number of 2PO absorption events per molecule of cone pigment per pulse to be equal to $1.8 \times 10^{-11}$. Assuming a ground-state cone pigment concentration of 3 nM, we found that 1,000-nm pulsed laser light at 1-mW average power should produce an average of 27 activated cone pigment molecules during one scan line per cone in the foveal area. Even though this estimate does not account for dispersion, it is above recent estimates for the psychophysical cone vision threshold (43), suggesting that direct 2PO isomerization of cone pigments is a plausible mechanism for human cone-mediated IR perception.

Here, biochemical studies further indicate that 2PO-induced isomerization of visual pigments and the model chromophore is a safe, reversible process that produces the same reaction products as white light, 1PO-induced isomerization. Ground states of rhodopsin and green cone pigment were restored after bleaching and subsequent incubation with 11-cis- or 9-cis-retinal. The color change of a rhodopsin crystal on irradiation with 1,000-nm light or with white light was the same. Illumination of a model visual chromophore, a protonated 11-cis-retinyl-propylamine Schiff base, with IR light produced a nearly identical distribution of retinoid isomers to that caused by photosomerization with visible light. Thus, a 1PO or 2PO event most likely results in the same isomerization process, producing all-trans-retinal that is recycled back to the active cis chromophore through the visual cycle (44).

Our human and mouse results were further supported by QM/MM modeling. Our calculations predicted an efficient absorption of radiation in the IR range by a 2PO absorption mechanism at frequencies centered around 1000–1,100 nm. These data are in agreement with our psychophysical and electrophysiological data, strongly supporting the assertion that 2PO absorption at these wavelengths indeed caused isomerization. 2PO absorption at ~1,000 nm produced a population featuring the first ππ* electronic excited state of retinal. This outcome means that nearly simultaneously absorption of two low-energy photons results in the same excited state that triggers the fast cis-trans 1PO isomerization of retinal that drives visual perception. Bleaching of rod and cone pigments by IR irradiation (Fig. 4 and Fig. S3) supports this notion and also indicates that the IR light-bleached pigment can be regenerated through the visual cycle (44).

The evidence derived from this study suggests a dominant role for 2PO absorption and isomerization. Rhodopsin can spontaneously be activated by heat (4), and local heating by the train of IR photons could add to probability of isomerization by 1PO as demonstrated theoretically (45). However, the effects of dispersion and quadratic dependence of responses versus laser power would not be so clearly observed. Considering energetics of photosomerization and thermal isomerization (45), we expect that, at the same photon intensity, the probability of thermally assisted isomerization would decay with lowering the energy, namely increasing the wavelength of the impinging IR photons. In the case of nonresonant 1PO excitation from a vibrationally thermally excited ground state, in contrast, our data in both human and rodent experiments clearly show an increase in spectral sensitivity with a decrease in impinging photon energy in the IR range, thereby indicating that a thermal contribution does not play a major role in perceiving IR as visible light with colors corresponding to roughly 1/2 wavelength of the excitation light. Collectively, our data including human psychophysics, mouse electrophysiology, biochemical experiments, and quantum-mechanical calculations provide a supportive foundation that 2PO isomerization is most likely the predominant mechanism.

In summary, although the human eye structure and the absorption spectra of pigments that produce isomerization of the 11-cis-retinylidene chromophore limit our visual perception of light, and in consequence our visual perception is most responsive to stimulating light in the 400- to 720-nm (visible) range, our results demonstrate that humans can also detect IR light seen as visual light that clearly arises from 2PO absorption and direct isomerization of the retinoid chromophore rather than from a SHG process. QM/MM modeling and experimental data with purified compounds indicate that 2PO absorption that ~1,000 nm produces a population of the first ππ* electronic excited state of retinal, the state well characterized previously for a 1PO isomerizer. First a virtual state is formed by interaction with the first photon, followed by relaxation of the virtual state before absorption of the second photon pushes the system into an excited state that causes isomerization. Considering that only 1 mW of IR beam power was needed to create visual sensation in humans, this discovery could have implications for developing technologies that use this phenomenon. IR excitation could also be used for deep tissue penetration expressing a variety of opsinogenic probes.

**Methods**

**Human Psychophysics.** Visual perception caused by IR light in the human eye was investigated in vivo. All tests were conducted in compliance with American National Standard Institute (ANSI Z136.1) and European Standards (EN 60825–1) providing recommendations for permissible exposure limits of laser light. We also implemented safety procedures described in the literature for opthalmic experiments, especially scanning laser ophthalmoscopes and fundus autofluorescence devices. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Collegium Medicum in Bydgoszcz, Nicolaus Copernicus University in Torun, Poland. Examinations were carried out only after written informed consent was obtained.

The human psychophysics experiments were performed under dark room conditions. At the level of the subject’s eye, the average luminance was 0.6 lx. The optical setup was isolated from residual ambient light by its dedicated housing. In the optical setup, we included a cutoff filter (Chroma T750lpixx) to ensure that there was no leakage of the pump laser frequency. During spectral sensitivity experiments, a subject’s head was covered by a black curtain attached to the housing. Before sensitivity testing, all human subjects were dark adapted in low light (0.6 lx) conditions for 2 h and then for another 20 min under this black curtain.

Color matching experiments were performed to determine an individual’s perception of color associated with a given frequency-doubled wavelength during scanning of his/her retina by an IR femtosecond laser beam. The test was performed on the left eyes of 30 healthy volunteers aged 21–38 y, both males and females. We constructed a simple experimental optical setup that included modifications derived from earlier experiments (8, 9). Dmitriev and colleagues had used 20-ps pulses and localized constant patterns projected onto the retina (10). Here we used 200-fs (76-MHz repetition rate) laser light pulses ranging from 950 to 1,200 nm generated by an optical parametric amplifier (OPO; Emerald; APE), except for a 1,040-nm light originating directly from the laser pumping OPO (Femtocrat; HighQLasers). Estimated length of pulses at the cornea was in the picosecond range due to dispersive broadening in the fibers and optical setup. Instead of projecting large patterns, we focused the beam onto a 20-μm spot in the retina.

Beam power measured on the cornea was equal to 1 mW for beams spanning 950–1,125 nm and 1.5 mW for those covering 1,150 and 1,200 nm, well below ANSI and EU standards for maximum permissible power (MPo; American National Standard for Safe use of Lasers; ANSI Z136.1-2007). Calculations of MPo were performed using a stationary beam. The single pulse model at 950 nm yielded 1.39 W (at 1,100 nm, 4.39 W; at 1,200 nm, 34.9 W). The average power heat buildup model at 950 nm gave a MPo of 1.21 mW and at 1,100 and 1,200 nm, respectively.

To provide an increased safety margin, we added a beam scanning system that provided full control over the intensity of optical radiation power delivered to the eye as a function of time.
The laser beam was directed to the retina by a pair of IR galvoscanners that created a single linear scan on the fundus perceived by the volunteer as a single horizontal line. In close proximity to this line, we projected a similar-shaped horizontal line of visible radiation originating from a halogen lamp and transmitted through a monochromator (spectral width of 8 nm). Volunteers then were asked to match the colors of the two lines by manually adjusting the wavelength of the second line projected onto the retina via the monochromator. The wavelength of the beam from the monochromator was measured independently by a spectrometer. A schematic for this setup is shown in Fig. 1A. A 20-μm scanning beam enabled the extraction of many photoreceptors simultaneously. For example, 15–60 cones were excited by the beam as a function of retinal location.

Our optical methodology was a modification of that presented by Dmitriev et al. (9). However, compared with these early studies, measurement points in our study did not fall on the double-frequency line. The explanation may involve a significant difference in the quality of the experimental setup. We used a focused beam of well-controlled optical exposure with much shorter pulses providing a five order of magnitude difference in the initial pulse length. (Taking into account pulse stretching caused by dispersive elements in the optical setup and the human eye, this pulse was still at least 10,000 times shorter in our experiments.) With these experimental settings, it was very easy to see the signal generated by IR radiation, even in ambient light. A high repetition rate of the laser ensured that we should be far from the frequency range responsible for color illusions, which are usually in the range of hundreds of hertz.

Measurements of spectral sensitivity (Fig. 2) were made with a modified experimental optical setup compared with the one shown in Fig. 1. Modifications were as follows: (i) the reference arm, including the monochromator (AM) and a spectrometer, was blocked; (ii) the dichroic mirror was replaced by a beam-splitter to divide the beam and direct a defined portion of the beam (-33%) onto the laser power meter connected to a personal computer (PC); (iii) to obtain long pulses, the laser beam was routed through 1 km of a fiber spool (Corning HI780); and (iv) an adjustable neutral gradient filter was placed at the output of the laser. To measure minimal power of the laser beam that still caused a visual sensation, this filter was adjusted by the subject during the test procedure. After careful calibration, the optical power recorded by the PC corresponded to the optical power of the IR beam reaching the cornea. Values measured by the power meter were saved in PC memory after the tested subject pressed a mouse button. Both tested subjects were healthy volunteers: 51, a 37-yr-old woman; 52, a 34-yr-old man.

To achieve the best viewing comfort for a subject, the laser beam illuminating the retina also scanned along a horizontal line. The edges of this line (corresponding to scanner turnout points) were blocked by a diaphragm placed in the focal plane of the first lens after the scanners. Measurements were repeated 12 times (on further analysis, 10 values were used after rejection of 2 extreme values). Then the wavelength of the OPO light source was changed into the next one. Measurements started from short wavelengths to long. If a subject needed to "take a break" during testing, the tested eye was covered by a black patch before he/she emerged from under the black curtain back into dark room conditions.

Measurements with both short and stretched pulses were performed within 2 d. Repeatable localization of the beam on the retina was assured by fixation of the chinrest with respect to the objective. Additionally, the central position and length of the projected pattern (line) also served to achieve fixation: the entire line was projected onto the retina only when the scanning pivot point was in the central position of the eye pupil. Both long and short pulses were affected by the dispersion of the optical system. Elongation of pulses in the time domain was estimated assuming a Gaussian pulse and using Eq. 1 (47)

$$\tau_{out} = \tau_{in} + \left[1 + \left[\frac{D (\lambda_0 - \lambda)}{c_{rin}}\right]^2\right]$$

[1]

In this equation, D stands for the dispersion, \(\lambda\) for the optical path length, \(\tau_{in}\) is the duration of the input pulse, and \(\tau_{out}\) is the duration of the elongated pulse. We calculated that, by the time 200-fs laser pulses reached the cornea, they were elongated to 1.25 ps at 800 nm and to 0.5 ps at 1,150 nm. Longer pulses, obtained by dispersive stretching of the pulse through the fiber spool, were calculated by assuming known dispersion characteristics of the fiber. At the cornea, their durations varied from 0.6 ns at 800 nm to 0.3 ns at 1,060 nm.

Mice. All animal procedures and experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Case Western Reserve University and conformed to recommendations of both the American Veterinary Medical Association Panel on Euthanasia and the Association for Research in Vision and Ophthalmology (10). A total of 45 mice were obtained through Jackson Laboratory, Gnat2<sup>−/−</sup> mice [Gnat2<sup>grafsplt/tgs</sup> (26), B6.Cg-Gnat2<sup>grafsplt</sup>/Boc, stock number 6795] also were also obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. Gnat1<sup>−/−</sup> and Rho<sup>−/−</sup> mice were kindly provided by Janis Lem (Tufts University, Boston) and genotyped as previously noted (27, 48). All mice were housed in the animal facility at the School of Medicine, Case Western Reserve University, where they were provided with a regular mouse chow diet and maintained either under complete darkness or in a 12-h light (−10 lx)/12-h dark cyclic environment. Euthanasia was performed in compliance with American Veterinary Medical Association Guidelines on Euthanasia and with approval by the Case Western Reserve University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. All mice used in this study were of mixed sex and between 1 and 3 mo old.

**Mouse Electrophysiology.** Transretinal ERGs recorded from isolated retinas of WT (C57BL/6J) and cone transducin knockout (Gnat2<sup>−/−</sup>) mice between 1 and 2 mo old were used to study rod photoreceptor responses to 370–1,000-nm light stimuli. Rod transducin KO (Gnat)<sup>−/−</sup> and young 1-mo-old rhodopsin KO (Rho<sup>−/−</sup>) mice were used to determine the cone component of the light response. Dark-adapted (-12 h) animals were euthanized, their eyes were enucleated and bisected along the equator, and their retinas were detached under dim red light. Each retina was mounted with a photoreceptor side up on filter paper attached to a custom-built specimen holder similar to that used in Fig. 1C. All mice were part of a larger study (49). The retina was submerged in Ringer solution containing 3.5 mM Na<sub>2</sub>SO<sub>4</sub> with Ringer solution containing the following (mM): Na<sub>2</sub>, 133.9; K<sub>2</sub>, 3.3; Mg<sub>2</sub>, 2.0; Ca<sub>2</sub>, 1.0; Cl<sub>−</sub>, 143.2; glucose, 10.0; EDTA, 0.01; Hepes, 12.0; and 0.72 g/L Leibovitz culture medium L-15 buffered to pH 7.5 with NaOH. DL-AP4 (40 μM) and BaCl<sub>2</sub> (100 μM) were used to isolate the photoreceptor component of the ERG signal. All chemicals except DL-AP4 (Tocris) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The heating unit, amplifier, and software of the commercial in vivo ERG system (LKC Technologies) were perfused with a warm transretinal ERG responses at 37 °C. Data were sampled at 1 kHz and low-pass filtered at 300 Hz (8-pole Bessel). The specimen holder was aligned under the 2P0 microscope (TCS SPS; Leica) to deliver pulsed laser light stimuli (80 MHz, 75 fs) tuned between 730 and 1,020 nm (Chameleon Vision-5; Coherent). Pulse duration at the retina was affected by the dispersion properties of the optical system. We estimated that the pulse duration without dispersion compensation was four times longer than the one with dispersion compensation. The estimate was made by measuring changes in two-photon fluorescence from mouse retinal pigment epithelium, evoked with 1,000-nm light with and without dispersion compensation. Light was focused through a 0.25-NA objective (HCX FL PLAN, 10x/0.25; Leica) and scanned for 10 ms over a square 0.821 × 0.821-mm area (128 × 128 pixels) of the central retina. Laser power at the sample plane that was adjusted with microscopic software was measured for each wavelength with a calibrated light meter (FieldMax-TD laser power meter; Coherent). We estimated the number of photons per micrometer squared produced by this stimulation by applying

$$Q = \frac{P \Delta t}{n \text{photon}(\lambda)} \times R$$

[2]

where \(\Delta t = 10 \text{ ms}\) is the length of stimulus, \(P\) is the average power of the laser measured at the level of the retina, \(n \text{photon}(\lambda)\) is the energy of a photon with wavelength \(\lambda\), and \(A\) is the full scanned area of the retina for the field of 821 × 821 μm.

The response amplitude (R) was fitted with a modified Naka–Rushton function (50) with exponential factor \(n\) as follows:

$$R = \frac{Q_{\text{n}}}{Q_{\text{n}} + Q_{\text{1/2}}^n}$$

[3]

where \(Q_{\text{n}}\) is the stimulus energy of the 10-ms light pulse (see above), \(Q_{\text{1/2}}\) is the half-saturating stimulus energy, and \(Q_{\text{1/2}}\) is the amplitude of the saturated response. Because it was not always possible to saturate the photoreceptor response at longer wavelengths, we assumed that \(Q_{\text{1/2}}\) was similar across different wavelengths. As reviewed in Results and Discussion, this might not be the case if pigment pigmentation at 1,000 nm compared with 730-nm stimulation are restricted to a smaller volume within ROS. Sensitivity \(S\) is defined as the reciprocal of \(Q_{\text{1/2}}/(Q_{\text{1/2}}^n)\).

**Computational Methods.** Initial Setup. The structure of dark-state bovine rhodopsin from the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID code 1F88) (51) was used to start simulations. Hydrogen atoms were added to fill the valence, using protonation states for titrable
amino acids according to ref. (52). The protein was embedded in a pre-equilibrated 1:palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE) bilayer by bringing a natural membranes with a lipidic ratio of 1:1 by hydration with water with Na+ counter-ions added to neutralize its total charge. The Amber force field (53) was used for the protein, and the generalized Amber force field (54) was used to determine force parameters for the retinal protonated Schiff base and palmityl lipids covalently bound to the protein. Parameters for POPE followed those from ref. (55). The TIP3P model was used for water (56). The system underwent 50 ns of classical MD simulations at constant pressure and temperature (1 atm, 300 K) for relaxation, was Langevin pistons and the SHAKE algorithm to constrain bonds containing H atoms (56). MD runs were done with the NAMD package (www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/namd).

QMMM simulations. The protocol used here was similar to that published previously (57).

The system was partitioned into (i) a QM region, described at the density functional theory (DFT) level as in refs. 58 and 59, with the three retinal Schiff base and the side-chain of the covalently bound Lys residue starting from its Cα and (ii) an MM region, comprising the remainder treated as above. The interaction between the classical and quantum part was described by a fully Hamiltonian hierarchical coupling scheme (60, 61). The whole system was allowed to evolve in time in the NVT (where N stands for fixed number of particles, V for fixed volume, and T for fixed temperature) ensemble, using the Nose–Hoover chain of thermostats (62–64). The Car–Parrinello Lagrangian scheme was used to model the time evolution of the quantum part (65), using a fictitious mass of 800 au for the electrons and a time step of 0.1209 fs. The system was simulated for a total of 15 ps. All QMMM simulations were run with the CPMD code (www.cpmd.org).

QMMM 2PO excitation. 2PO excitation dynamics and cross sections were calculated within the QMMM TD–QT-DFT quadrature response framework (36) as implemented in the DALTON code using the CAM-B3LYP (66) functional and expanding the electronic density over the 6–31G+* basis set. This setup was reliably used to predict the 2PO excitation properties in archetypical channel rhodopsin (67). Transients were computed over 10 structures sampled every 0.5 ps during the last 5 ps of the QMMM MD run. The influence of the classically treated environment on the electronic properties of the QM region was taken into account by explicitly considering electrostatic coupling between the two QM regions and classical restraints on the electrostatic potential (RESP) charges of residues with at least one atom as close as 5 Å to the QM part.

The position of the band was strongly influenced by both the instantaneous thermal deformation of the chromophore and the neighboring residues. In fact, the predicted scattering wavelengths for each single structure sampled during QM/MM simulations at a temperature of 300 K can differ by more than 100 nm. This outcome agrees with the results of 1PO excitation calculations for the same 2PO case where the position of the absorption band is strongly dependent on the instantaneous thermal deformation of the protein and chromophore structures (68). It should be noted that our calculations refer to the ideal vertical transition, where concomitant absorption of the two photons takes place, and thus no structural relaxation on the virtual state occurs. The good match between our predictions and the experimental data is consistent with this notion indicating negligible relaxation.

Biochemical methods are provided in SI Methods.
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